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Introduction 
As one of the 6Es of Destination Zero, Engagement was crucial in guiding the development of the 

Destination Zero Action Plan. Engagement during the development of the Action Plan included 

receiving input and feedback from elected officials, partner agency stakeholders, and community 

members. The successful implementation of this Action Plan will be a result of a successful 

engagement effort, not just during the Action Plan development, but for years to come.  

The MPO utilized several engagement strategies to reach stakeholders throughout the 

community. The objective of the engagement varied but was consistent in its attempt to 

encourage meaningful participation to build support for the Destination Zero Action Plan from 

both community members and the MPO’s partners. The following provides an overview of the 

Destination Zero Action Plan engagement efforts and results from those efforts.  

Destination Zero Working Group 
A Working Group was created to better coordinate Destination Zero with the needs and views of 

county and city staff. Representatives of Manatee County Sheriff’s Office, Manatee and Sarasota 

Counties, the Manatee and Sarasota County School Districts, the Florida Department of 

Transportation, the Cities of Bradenton, North Port, Sarasota, and Venice, and members of the 

public were invited to share their input through a series of Working Group meetings. 

 

Working Group Meeting 1 
The first meeting held on June 3, 2021, was intended to establish a baseline for Destination Zero, 

including the MPO’s safety efforts to date, how they function within state and federal approaches 

and guidance, crash data and trends, and how the safe systems approach to traffic safety differs 

from traditional approaches. The following provides a summary of the meeting topics and 

discussion. 
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After a welcome and introduction from the MPO’s Executive Director, David Hutchinson, a 

presentation was given. The presentation focused on the following topics: 

• The MPO’s commitment to safety, including prior efforts such as the Long Range 

Transportation Plan (LRTP) Safety Assessment Report and the LRTP’s safety 

commitments.  

• Other guiding safety plans and policies, including the Florida Strategic Highway Safety 

Plan, Target Zero, and FHWA’s Safe System approach.  

• The structure of the Destination Zero Action Plan, including adherence to the Safe 

Systems Approach and the “6Es” concept. 

• The role of the Working Group in steering the development of the Action Plan. 

• A crash data overview, including the frequency and location of crashes that resulted in a 

death or serious injury (killed or severely injured, or KSI), contributing factors, and those 

involved. The overview also reviewed the types of roads that are found in the region and 

municipal boundaries with their respective share of KSI crashes. 

Following the presentation, discussion was focused on the engineering aspects of Destination 

Zero, and particularly the ways that engineering design guidelines can shift the way that projects 

are implemented. This was especially so for nonmotorized projects, which can often result in 

projects that provide less than ideal conditions for people biking.  

 

Working Group Meeting 2 
The second Working Group meeting held on July 1, 2021, was presented in a hybrid format, 

similar to the first Working Group meeting, and attendees were given the option to participate 

either in-person or virtually as they pleased. The second meeting was held as a workshop with 

facilitated groups, allowing participants to discuss mitigation strategies that complement each of 
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the categories of the “6Es” – Engineering, Engagement, Education, Equity, Emergency Response, 

and Enforcement. The remainder of this section provides an overview of those discussions.  

Emergency Response 

• Implement signal pre-emption to allow emergency vehicles to more quickly access crash 

sites. 

• Design and build traffic calming friendly to emergency vehicles like ambulances and fire 

trucks, such as traffic pillows. 

• Use social media platforms to distribute messaging on emergencies. 

• Coordinate with Traffic Management Centers (TMCs) to identify and clear crash sites 

faster. 

Equity 

• Target difficult to reach populations, such as shift workers, youth, the elderly, speakers of 

other languages, and the unhoused. 

• Work within historical and institutional knowledge to better address the needs of those 

typically not served by the traditional planning process. 

• Team with existing community partners like churches or community organizations. 

• “Go to Them” approach to public involvement and outreach, reach out to tough to reach 

populations directly.  

Engagement 

• Continue to offer hybrid or virtual public engagement opportunities alongside traditional, 

in-person events. 

• Go to where residents are – events such as concerts or festivals offer a target audience 

without the barrier of attending a public meeting. 

• Work with groups such as elected officials, nonprofits, traditional news media, social 

media “influencers,” retirement communities, schools, and homeowners’ associations to 

distribute messaging. 

• Coordinate public engagement across jurisdictions and agencies to prevent “meeting 

fatigue.” 
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Enforcement 

• Address accuracy and consistency in crash reporting, providing transportation 

professionals and decisionmakers with greater insight into why crashes happened and 

how they can be prevented. 

• Restructure the approach to minor traffic violations as an opportunity for education rather 

than penalty. 

• Develop diversion programs in lieu of fees for traffic citations to prevent unnecessary 

incarceration.  

• Advocate for legislation to enable the use of automated speed enforcement cameras at 

the state level. 

• Consider safety gear (ex. bike lights, bells) giveaways by officers, providing opportunities 

for positive interaction with the public while enhancing safety and visibility for vulnerable 

roadway users. 

Education 

• Consider mandatory driver safety training for government employees. 

• Implement a “Ride ‘n’ Stride” program to teach children about safe bicycle riding 

techniques and behaviors. 

• Advocate for improvements to the driver license testing requirements. 

• Educate decisionmakers early in the process to help build support for traffic safety 

strategies.  

Engineering 

• Advocate for stronger minimum design standards, especially for nonmotorized facilities. 

• Improve the maintenance of traffic (MOT) process to better accommodate people walking 

or biking. 

• Implement context-sensitive design with lower target and design speeds. 

• Improve lighting throughout corridors, including reflective markings on posts such as 

traffic signs. 

• Consider a Quick Build program to achieve quick wins for traffic safety, even in capacity 

projects.  

The entire contents of each group’s boards can be found below.  
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Group 1 Board 
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Group 2 Board 
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Working Group Meeting 3 
The third working group meeting was held on November 18, 2021 and presented an overview of 

the engagement efforts including the public workshop, leadership group meeting, and online 

survey. Following the engagement update and discussion on policy changes to support the 

implementation of Destination Zero ensued. The following is an overview of the policy topics that 

were discussed: 

• Establishing and convening a Destination Zero Working Group beyond the development of 

the Action Plan. 

• Establishing and convening a Destination Zero Leadership Working Group beyond the 

development of the Action Plan. 

• Adoption of a Board Resolution supporting Destination Zero and the Action Plan. 

• Encouraging adoption of Destination Zero at the partner agency level through reference or 

similar resolution/policy language. 

• Development and initiation of Destination Zero trainings either by or coordinated by the 

MPO. 

• Incorporation of Destination Zero and Safe System strategies into plans and programs. 

• Project prioritization and funding prioritization for MPO funded projects. 

• MPO providing support in applying for and writing grant applications or similar funding 

opportunities to partner agencies. 

• Continued monitoring of local, regional, and state safety initiatives and coordination of 

efforts. 

• Advocacy for state and federal legislative and policy changes to support Destination Zero 

implementation. 

Finally, the meeting concluded with a presentation and discussion on the local agency toolkits 

and how Destination Zero could be implemented through the region’s partners. The toolkit 

discussion focused on three potential implementation tracks that the local agencies could follow 

and how the MPO could assist the locals in their safety efforts. 

• Track 1 – Adopt Destination Zero by reference 

• Track 2 – Local Policy/Resolution adoption, identification of local crash trends and high 

frequency crash locations, tailored strategies and performance measures to address and 

evaluate progress 

• Track 3 – Local Policy/Resolution adoption, development of local Action Plan, local 

Working Group, public engagement, and uniquely tailored strategies and performance 

measures.  
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Leadership Group Meeting 
Elected officials were invited to participate in a facilitated panel discussion about Destination Zero 

and the region’s efforts to reduce traffic-related deaths and serious injuries. Open to the public the 

meeting was attended by citizens, partner agency staff, and the following elected officials: 

• Mayor Shirley Groover Bryant, City of Palmetto 

• Commissioner Misty Servia, Manatee County 

• Mayor Judy Titsworth, Island Transportation Planning Organization (ITPO) 

The intimate setting and smaller panel size allowed the project team to engage the panel 

members in open conversation and sharing of thoughts and ideas on how Destination Zero can 

help the region achieve the goal of reducing traffic-related deaths and serious injuries. While not 

heavily structured, the facilitated discussion focused on three main themes and related topics, 

that included the following: 

• Destination Zero 

o What does it mean? 

o How can it help? 

o How can you (elected officials) help? 

• Destination Zero Action Plan 

o How do we make a difference? 

o What are our challenges? 

o What should we prioritize? Where should we start? 

• Policy Development 

o What are we committing to? 

o How should we measure our progress? 

o How do we (better) work together?  
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Public Workshop 
A recognized element of implementing Destination Zero and achieving its goals of reducing 

fatalities and serious injuries on the streets of Sarasota and Manatee Counties is engagement. 

While there are several types of engagement strategies, conducting public workshops to inform, 

educate, and most importantly listen to the public is a critical component of developing a 

program and action plan to address traffic-related deaths and serious injuries. A Destination Zero 

Public Workshop was held on Monday, September 27, 2021, at the Bradenton Area Convention 

Center in Palmetto, FL following the Sarasota/Manatee MPO Board Meeting.  

 

The Public Workshop consisted of a series of presentations, interactive polling questions, 

information boards with opportunities for questions and answers, and other informational items 

provided to the participants. The following is an overview of the shared information and input 

received during the meeting. 

      

The Destination Zero Public Workshop was advertised to members of the public, elected officials, 

including MPO Board members, jurisdictional and agency staff, and any other interested 

members. 68 participants signed into the meeting. The following is an overview of the meeting 

agenda and topics covered during the event. 
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Workshop Presentation 

Welcome 

The Sarasota/Manatee MPO Executive Director, David Hutchinson opened the Workshop by 

providing a welcome statement and by thanking everyone in attendance. 

Florida’s Commitment to Safety 

Opening remarks on the Florida Department of Transportation’s (FDOT) commitment to safety, 

goals, and commitment to eliminating traffic-related fatalities and serious injuries was provided 

by FDOT District 1 Secretary L.K. Nandam. He introduced the District 1 Intermodal Systems 

Development and Safety Administrator, Nicole Mills who provided an overview of the Florida 

Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP), Vital Few initiative, the Safe System approach, and FDOT’s 

emphasis areas for change that includes Engineering, Education, Emergency Management, 

Enforcement, Equity, and Encouragement.  

John Kubicki, District 1’s Safety Work Program Supervisor continued the presentation by talking 

about FDOT’s expanded efforts to implement projects that help achieve their goal of zero 

fatalities and serious injuries and the roles that we all can play to help achieve this.  

MPO Safety Initiatives and Action Plan 

The presentation then shifted to an overview of the MPO’s safety initiatives and the Destination 

Zero Action Plan. Corinne Tucker, Multi Modal Planner for the MPO discussed how the MPO 

establishes and monitors safety performance measures and how targets for these measures are 

set. She continued to provide an overview of the status of performance measures, including data 

and information on adopted and projected safety targets and actual trends. She also provided an 

overview of how the MPO is working with their partner agencies to study and implement safety 

improvements throughout the two-county region.  

Next, Chris Keller from Tindale Oliver, the MPO’s consultant for Destination Zero, provided an 

overview of what Destination Zero is and what it is setting out to achieve. He introduced 

Destination Zero’s goal to reduce fatal and serious injury crashes and provided information on the 

efforts to develop an Action Plan to identify the strategies and evaluation measures to achieve 

the goal. Additionally, a summary of how the Destination Zero Action Plan will be modeled from 

the Safe System Approach, and information on how people can become and stay involved in the 

Destination Zero process was provided. Finally, a series of interactive polling questions, where the 

audience was able to participate and provide direct input was presented, a summary of the 

audience’s response to the polling questions is provided later in this document.  

Closing Remarks 

Closing remarks on how Destination Zero fits into the MPO’s planning efforts and commitment to 

safety were provided by MPO Planning Manager, Alvimarie Corales. Additionally, she provided 
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information to the participants on how they can be involved and invited everyone to participate in 

an open house question and answer session after the presentation.  

      

Open House Question & Answer Session 

Following the presentation, participants were invited to stay and participate in an open house 

style question and answer period that continued until the conclusion of the Workshop. Some of 

the received input and comments focused on future public engagement including the potential 

use of public service announcements on local radio and television stations, opportunities for 

increased education for drivers, walkers, and bicyclists, more coordination with law enforcement 

and public safety officials, and safer walking and biking opportunities and facilities. 

Presentation Polling Question Responses 

1. Has someone you know ever been killed or seriously injured in a crash? 

Answer Responses 
Yes 23 (56.52%) 
No 10 (43.48%) 

 

2. It is unacceptable for anyone to be killed or seriously injured while traveling on our streets? 

Answer Responses 
1 (Strongly Disagree) 1 (3.13%) 
2 0 (0.00%) 
3 1 (3.13%) 
4 0 (0.00%) 
5 0 (0.00%) 
6 0 (0.00%) 
7 0 (0.00%) 
8 2 (6.25%) 
9 1 (3.13%) 
10 (Strongly Agree) 27 (84.38%) 
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3. Our streets should be designed to be safe for all people of all ages and abilities, regardless of 

chosen travel mode. 

Answer Responses 
1 (Strongly Disagree) 0 (0.00%) 
2 0 (0.00%) 
3 0 (0.00%) 
4 0 (0.00%) 
5 0 (0.00%) 
6 0 (0.00%) 

7 2 (5.56%) 
8 2 (5.56%) 
9 5 (13.89%) 
10 (Strongly Agree) 27 (75.00%) 

 

4. Preservation of human life should be the #1 goal for our transportation system. 

Answer Responses 
1 (Strongly Disagree) 0 (0.00%) 
2 0 (0.00%) 
3 0 (0.00%) 
4 1 (2.70%) 
5 1 (2.70%) 
6 1 (2.70%) 

7 2 (5.41%) 
8 6 (16.22%) 
9 5 (13.51%) 
10 (Strongly Agree) 21 (56.76%) 

 

5. How many fatal crashes occurred on the streets of Sarasota and Manatee Counties between 

2015 and 2019? 

Answer Responses 
294 1 (3.03%) 
361 0 (0.00%) 
486 5 (15.15%) 
556 13 (39.39%) 
682 14 (42.42%) 
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6. How many serious injury crashes occurred on the streets of Sarasota and Manatee Counties 

between 2015 and 2019? 

Answer Responses 
3,787 0 (0.00%) 
4,129 2 (5.88%) 
4,941 11 (32.35%) 
5,713 7 (20.59%) 
6,432 14 (41.18%) 

Highlighted rows represent the correct answer 

7. What crash type resulted in the most fatal crashes? 

Answer Responses 
Run-Off-Road 2 (5.56%) 
Pedestrian 9 (25.00%) 
Rear-End 1 (2.78%) 

Left-Turn 18 (50.00%) 
Bicycle 2 (5.56%) 
Head On 4 (11.11%) 

Highlighted rows represent the correct answer 

8. Streets with a posted speed limit of 45 or 50 mph account for ~6% of the roadway network 

(centerline miles), what percentage of fatal crashes do you think occurred on streets with a 

posted speed limit of 45/50 mph? 

Answer Responses 
6.5% 0 (0.00%) 
9.7% 3 (8.57%) 
13.4% 3 (8.57%) 

22.8% 9 (25.71%) 
38.1% 20 (57.14%) 

Highlighted rows represent the correct answer.  
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9. Which age group do you think had the most deaths from traffic-crashes? 

Answer Responses 
21-30 9 (25.71%) 
31-40 5 (14.29%) 
41-50 7 (20.00%) 
51-60 5 (14.29%) 
61-70 9 (25.71%) 

Highlighted rows represent the correct answer 

10. Should the primary focus be on all streets or just streets that currently have higher incidences 

of KSI crashes? 

Answer Responses 
All Streets 13 (43.33%) 
High KSI Crash Locations 17 (56.67%) 

 

11. In your opinion, which of the following is the greatest challenge to overcome on the way to 

reducing fatal and serious injury crashes? (Make up to three selections) 

Answer Responses 
Impaired driving 6 (7.06%) 
Speeding 22 (25.88%) 
Unrestrained/improperly restrained occupants 2 (2.35%) 
Pedestrian and bicycle safety 10 (11.76%) 
Political will 14 (16.47%) 
Distracted driving  15 (17.65%) 
Funding 12 (14.12%) 
Cooperation between jurisdictions 4 (4.71%) 
New drivers (continued growth) 0 (0.00%) 
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12. In your opinion, what would be effective strategies towards improving safety on our 

roadways? (Make up to three selections) 

Answer Responses 
Enhanced lighting 1 (1.08%) 
Smarter technology/infrastructure 9 (9.68%) 
Better signage 1 (1.08%) 
Speed management 17 (18.28%) 
More transportation options 10 (10.75%) 
Increased funding to incorporate safety features 12 (12.90%) 

More/targeted enforcement 9 (9.68%) 
More frequent education 6 (6.45%) 
Redesigned streets 17 (18.28%) 
Better land use integration 10 (10.75%) 
Other 1 (1.08%) 

 

13. Complete the sentence, “Our streets are for…” 

Answer Responses 
Everyone 13 (36.11%) 
People 5 (13.89%) 
Me 2 (5.56%) 
All modes of transportation 1 (2.78%) 
All users 1 (2.78%) 

Animals 1 (2.78%) 
Bicycling 1 (2.78%) 
Cars and people 1 (2.78%) 
Cats 1 (2.78%) 
Cats in cars 1 (2.78%) 
Crossing 1 (2.78%) 
Dogs 1 (2.78%) 
Pedestrians 1 (2.78%) 
Public spaces 1 (2.78%) 
Safe and efficient transportation 1 (2.78%) 
Safe travel for all 1 (2.78%) 
Traveling 1 (2.78%) 
Us 1 (2.78%) 
You 1 (2.78%) 
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Information Placemats  
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Information Boards 
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My Safety Idea Sheet 
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Workshop Presentation 
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Destination Zero Webpage 
The MPO created a Destination Zero page on the MPO’s website to serve as an information portal 

for Destination Zero. While the focus was on the Action Plan development, it is intended to remain 

as a way for people to learn about Destination Zero, how they can get involved, what changes are 

being made, and how the efforts of Destination Zero are helping to reduce traffic-related deaths 

and serious injuries.  
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Online Survey 
An online survey was developed to help inform the development of the Action Plan. Participants 

were asked to complete a brief survey; the following is a summary of the survey results.  

The first question asked respondents if they had ever been seriously injured in a traffic accident. 

Just 14 percent of responded yes, as seen in Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: Have you ever been seriously injured in a traffic crash? 

 

The next question asked if someone they know has ever been seriously injured in a traffic 

accident. Nearly two-thirds of respondents answered yes (Figure 2). 

Yes, 14%

No, 86%
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Figure 2: Has someone you know been seriously injured or killed in a traffic crash? 

 

Question three asked How much do you think the following factors contribute to fatal and serious 

injury traffic crashes in Sarasota and Manatee County? The highest rated factor was 

distraction/inattention while driving, and the lowest rated was design of streets and intersections. 

The illustrates the results. 

Yes, 65%

No, 35%
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Figure 3: How much do you think the following factors contribute to fatal and serious injury traffic crashes 

in Sarasota and Manatee County? 

 

The following question conversely asked what respondents believed would be most effective in 

reducing fatal and serious injury crashes. The highest rated method was enforcement of unsafe 

behavior (i.e., speeding tickets) and the lowest rated method was reducing the number of travel 

lanes. Full results in  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Design of streets and intersections

Distraction/inattention while driving (e.g., texting and driving)

Alcohol, drug, or other impairment

Lack of knowledge/education about traffic safety and laws

Lack of enforcement

Motorists (drivers of cars/motorcycles) not following the law

Non-motorists (people walking/biking) not following the law

Roads are too dark, not enough street lighting

Motorists driving too fast, over the speed limit

Aggressive driving behaviors (e.g., following too close or…

Too many vehicles/traffic

Other factors

1 - Not at All 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 - Very Much N/A - Not Sure
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Figure 4: What do you think would be most effective in reducing fatal and serious injury crashes? 

 

Next, survey takers were asked to rate how much they agreed or disagreed with a series of 

statements. Three out of four of the statements had over half of participants strongly agreeing, 

while the fourth statement regarding the preventability of death a serious injury had over half 

assigning a “9” or “10”. Full results can be seen in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

  

For question six, respondents provided their perspective of the MPO’s Destination Zero goal. Most 

responded that the goal is realistic and that we should do everything possible to achieve it (Figure 

6). 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Improved roadway lighting

Reducing speed limits

More separated bike lanes and paths

More sidewalks

More protected (signalized) pedestrian crossings

Education of safe behavior

Enforcement of unsafe behavior (i.e., speeding tickets)

Better designed streets and intersections

Reducing the number of travel lanes

Increasing the number of travel lanes

Innovative intersection treatments (i.e., roundabouts and…

1 - Least Effective 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 - Most Effective

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Streets should be designed to be safe for all people of all
ages and abilities, regardless of chosen mode.

It is unacceptable for anyone to be killed or seriously
injured while traveling on streets in Sarasota and

Manatee County.

Deaths and serious injuries while traveling in Sarasota
and Manatee County are preventable.

Human life should always take priority over moving
motor vehciles faster.

1 - Strongly Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 - Strongly Agree
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Figure 6: Which of the following statements best describes your perspective of the MPO's goal? 

 

The following three questions asked demographic questions about their age, gender, and 

race/ethnicity. Most respondents were between the ages of 60 to 69, male, and White. The 

following three figures illustrate these results. 

Figure 7: Age 

 

 

7.9%

40.2%

23.2%

28.0%

0.6%

The goal is admirable and should be
pursued through a concerted effort, but it is
unlikely to be achieved.

The goal is achievable, and we should do
everything we can now to realize it.

The goal is achievable and should be
pursued through a concerted effort.

The goal is admirable, but it is unachievable.

The goal is unrealistic, unachievable, and
should not be pursued.

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Under 16 16 - 20 21 - 29 30 - 39 40 - 49 50 - 59 60 - 69 70 - 79 80 - 89 90 or
Older
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Figure 8: Gender 

 

 

Figure 9: Race/Ethnicity 

 

  

Male, 50% Female, 46%

Prefer not to 
answer, 4%

White, 84.5%

Prefer not to answer, 
7.1%

Hispanic, Latino, or 
Spanish 5.8%

Black or African 
American, 0.6%

Asian, 0.6%

American Indian or 
Alaska Native, 0.6%

Other, 0.6%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

100%
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The last question asked respondents to list their home zip code. Map illustrates the concentration 

of respondents across Manatee and Sarasota County. The zip codes with the highest number of 

responses were 34208 and 34212 in the City of Bradenton, and 34236 in the City of Sarasota. 

Map 1: Online Survey Respondents' Zip Codes 
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Interactive Map 
An interactive web-map was created to give people an opportunity to identify and comment on 

site-specific locations where they frequently experience traffic safety concerns. Participants were 

asked to place a point on the map at intersections or streets that make them feel unsafe and 

include comments on what specifically makes them feel that way. The following is a summary of 

the comments received on the interactive map.   

Map 2: Interactive Map Comment Themes 
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Table 1: Interactive Map Comments 

Comment Theme 

Lots of people walking, biking, taking transit. Sidewalks don't connect and there 
isn't safe facilities for walking and biking.  

Bike/Ped 

Poor lighting, no crosswalk Bike/Ped 

poor visibility of sidewalks Bike/Ped 

Awkward traffic conflict points and dangerous bike lane on highly traffiked bike 
route. 

Bike/Ped 

Dangerous fast intersection with bumps and bad sightlines.  Extremely difficult 
for bicycles to navigate. 

Bike/Ped 

Lots of turning traffic and difficult for pedestrians to walk over the bridge. Bike/Ped 

Need separated bike lanes from East River Road to Playmore so residents can 
get out of their neighborhood.  Would be nice to be able to get south to 
Englewood safely by bicycle as well, to visit large parks, beaches, and 
restaurants. 

Bike/Ped 

Access to Taylor Ranch Elementary from surounding homes is very difficult for 
pedestrians and bicycles despite close proximity. Needs to be more walkable by 
opening up unneccesary barriers in the area. 

Bike/Ped 

Access to Venice Middle from surounding homes is very difficult for pedestrians 
and bicycles despite close proximity. Needs to be more walkable by opening up 
unneccesary barriers in the area. 

Bike/Ped 

Ashton road could be a great cycling corridor with safere parated bike lanes, 
especially with new trailhead. 

Bike/Ped 

Access to Ashton Elementary from surounding homes is  difficult for 
pedestrians and bicycles despite close proximity. Needs to be more walkable by 
opening up unneccesary barriers in the area. 

Bike/Ped 

McIntosh Middle is surrounding by home but isolated by transportation 
network.  It is very difficult for pedestrians and bicycles despite close proximity. 
Needs to be more walkable by opening up unneccesary barriers in the area 
around the back of the school. 

Bike/Ped 

Would be nice to be able to access Fruitville Elementary from McIntosh Road 
area by biclcye more directly. 

Bike/Ped 

Would be nice for pedestrians and bicycles to be able to cut through Oscar 
Scherer State Park to get to 41 without a fee. 

Bike/Ped 

A safer connection by trail separated from the busy Laurel Road and across 
intersections to Laurel Nokomis School from the Legacy trail would make 
bicycle an option for more students. 

Bike/Ped 

Need a safer way to cross over to the Venice Island by bicycle at all bridges, 
especially Venice Avenue.  Would be nice to ride children to school by bicycle 
across the bridge from Shamrock area. 

Bike/Ped 

Need better access to Garden Elementary from across Center Road for 
bicycles. 

Bike/Ped 
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Afraid to travel through this intersection by bicycle, but would like to be able to 
safely get east and south from neighborhoods west of here. 

Bike/Ped 

Improve bicycle amenities on Proctor to add separation down to Clark and 
better 75 crossing. 

Bike/Ped 

gates prevent safer bicycle access to county park from neighborhoods north off 
Proctor. 

Bike/Ped 

US 301 needs more places for pedestrians to cross safely. Bike/Ped 

Speed limit should be lowered and there should be bike lanes the whole way. Bike/Ped 

S Tamiami Trl. needs more safe places for pedestrians to cross in this area. Bike/Ped 

Need to add double turn left turn lanes at all intersections and designated right 
turn lanes.  
There are obstructions to seeing pedestrians until vehicles are in the crosswalk 
to make right turns.  

Bike/Ped 

There are people all along the roadway which cross without regard to through 
traffic.  
Create a common area they can hang out in off of the roadway. 

Bike/Ped 

Double Turn Left Turn Lanes, Right Turn lanes at all approaches.   
Pedestrian over pass 

Bike/Ped 

Right Turn Lanes all approaches. 
Pedestrian overpass 
Double Left Turn Lanes 

Bike/Ped 

Pedestrians frequently jaywalk in this area of 14th street and it's always so 
scary. Can you create pedestrian crosswalks like they have in St. Pete? Not 
dependent on another street existing, just giving more safe opportunities to 
cross.  

Bike/Ped 

consider roundabout or traffic light at intersection of Mecca and 41.  Currently 
lots of traffic on 41 and no safe way for pedestrians to cross, cars often make 
aggressive/risky maneuvers to navigate the intersection 

Bike/Ped 

add sidewalks/separated bike lanes on Desoto Rd. Bike/Ped 

widen sidewalks/add separation from traffic on University Pkwy to Desoto Bike/Ped 

a fully enclosed pedestrian bridge would be helpful in crossing 41 here Bike/Ped 

add a dedicated bike lane Bike/Ped 

Maybe, HAWK crossing is an accident waiting to happen. Not enough signage, 
ignored by peds & drivers alike.  

Bike/Ped 

Need bike lanes and wider sidewalks! Bike/Ped 

Need wider bike lanes!  Frankly, the whole LBK needs wider bike lanes! Bike/Ped 

Bay Street is a popular connection for cyclists to the Legacy trail. The stretch 
from Old Venice Rd to the Legacy trail needs bike lanes 

Bike/Ped 

The intersection of Laurel Rd and Honore Ave needs to be properly striped for 
the bike lanes that already exist on these roadways each side of this 
intersection. The bike lane striping for northbound Honore and westbound 
Laurel cycling is incorrect and dangerous  

Bike/Ped 

Better ped crossing. Too long waiting to cross.  Bike/Ped 
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Terrible intersection not only for traffic backups but for people crossing the road 
illegally.  45 seconds of east/west traffic flow compared to 2 minutes and 45 
seconds of north/south traffic flow is unacceptable, yet, this is the basica 
standard in this community.  TERRIBLE traffic management and safety 
concerns. 

Bike/Ped 

One right turn lane on a STATE road - the backups are terrible and then combine 
the FACT that people cross the road walking illegally....whomever designed the 
traffic flow pattern in this community was seriously wrong.  And it will only 
continue to get worse. Nothing will be done to rectify this within the next 20 
years (which is no surprise because this is how far behind FDOT is compared to 
the rest of the United States). 

Bike/Ped 

One of THE WORST bridges in Florida and the United States....traffic 
management terrible. 

Bike/Ped 

Another terrible insection in Manatee County that is unSAFE for both vehicles 
and pedestrians.   
How about signal control for emergency vehicles (controlling the light as they 
approach) instead of going down the wrong side of the road hoping nothing 
happens.  FDOT is so far behind the rest of the United States in safety and 
traffic control and at this light, which manages traffic so BAD, it is apparent how 
bad FDOT is. 

Bike/Ped 

Another terrible insection in Manatee County that is unSAFE for both vehicles 
and pedestrians. 
How about signal control for emergency vehicles (controlling the light as they 
approach) instead of going down the wrong side of the road hoping nothing 
happens. FDOT is so far behind the rest of the United States in safety and traffic 
control and at this light, which manages traffic so BAD, it is apparent how bad 
FDOT is.  Good luck using the cross walk - you take your life into your own 
hands.  FDOT doesn't care! 

Bike/Ped 

No safe path to Deer Prairie Creek Preserve or West Villages from Warm 
Mineral Springs and the rest of North Port. 

Bike/Ped 

Need separated bicycle path. Bike/Ped 

busy pedestrian, bike and car intersection across multiple lanes and on a curve Bike/Ped 

beach and bay goers crossing here with faster and distracted traffic Bike/Ped 

beach cross walk serving a large neighborhood - with no official crosswalk in 
place 

Bike/Ped 

much of Gulf of Mexico drive is used as a popular bike route (from one end of 
LBK to the other) with a thin bike lane 

Bike/Ped 

It’s time to remove this and make the neighborhood  safe for bikes and pets. As 
designed it is not safe.  

Bike/Ped 

Bike lanes are non existent on parts of Gulf near the roundabout and Cortez Rd. Bike/Ped 

No bike lanes on Pine Ave, large groups of pedestrians and golf carts all up and 
down this street. 

Bike/Ped 
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We need a crossing light here!  We have 103 units that have to cross GMD to 
get to our amenities like the beach and tennis courts.  We had a fatality a few 
years ago from an elderly resident trying to cross the street.  Please help us get 
a crossing light! 

Bike/Ped 

Students crossing with no crosswalk, safety signage.  Bike/Ped 

High volume bike/ped road 9th St E through 27th St E would benefit from 
protected bike lanes.  Also wider sidewalks so families can walk safely and 
monitor children.  

Bike/Ped 

extreme lack of safe crossings Bike/Ped 

Disconnected sidewalks through 38th Ave E. Very little lighting.  People walk to 
and from Walmart and it is very dangerous.  

Bike/Ped 

Pedestrians run across the road and stand in turn lanes during very high traffic 
times; needs more crosswalks or something 

Bike/Ped 

Dangerous crossing as drivers don't look for pedestrians. N/S & E/W Bike/Ped 

Entire stretch is dangerous to cross.  Fast cars, no pedestrian islands between 
traffic lights. Roundabouts between some of the lights might make it safer for 
ped to cross. Good lighting along road is nice.  

Bike/Ped 

Not enough words to describe the lack of safety.  Heavy bike/ped usage.  Buses 
drop students on unsafe road. Kids ride bikes on unsafe road.  People walk this 
unsafe road.  

Bike/Ped 

Very unsafe intersection with lots of conflict points between motorist and 
pedestrians movement.  Should consider lane elimination and creation of 
protected bike facilities. 

Bike/Ped 

Need traffic diverted from Tuttle. Very dangerous to walk/bike. No curb, no 
sidewalks, no bike lanes. Intersections regularly blocked by motorists 

Bike/Ped 

Need signal or roundabout. Speed limit should be 25 through neighborhood. 
Shade and DeSoto need sidewalks and bike lanes and very safe pedestrian 
crossing.  

Bike/Ped 

Safer pedestrian and bike crossings needed with audible crosswalks. 18 
wheelers run this light at high speeds. All of University has vehicles at very high 
speeds. Racing occurs at night.  

Bike/Ped 

There is no bike lane on Gantt between Proctor and Clark. Yes, there is a 
sidewalk, but only on one side of the street. This street needs bike lanes. 

Bike/Ped 

Honore has no bike lanes between Proctor and Clark. Sidewalks are not 
sufficient for walkers and bikers together. The children that ride to and from 
school need safe bike lanes.  

Bike/Ped 

There is so much heavy truck traffic on Aston. The road is littered with debris 
causing a bike tire puncture risk. This road needs speed control and cleaning 
up. 

Bike/Ped 

The east side of the intersection needs the initial 75 feet of bike lane added. The 
bike lane starts 75 feet after the car and cyclist share the car lane. So after 
turning right on Bahia Vista driving towards Macintosh from Tuttle, the driver 
and cyclist are dangerously merged for the first 75 feet. Then after the busy 
murge area, the bike lane begins to separate the vulnerable cyclist from the car. 

Bike/Ped 
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The east bound bike lane on Bahia Vista ends before the Tuttle intersection. 
This dangerously funnels cars and bike together in the busy intersection. Either 
a separated bike lane or a bike lane needs to be added here. Thx. 

Bike/Ped 

Love to walk to downtown but feel unsafe walking along Manatee Ave over 
Wares Creek - narrow sidewalk with fast traffic and no physical barrier 

Bike/Ped 

There is poor connectivity between orange ave and central ave, which funnels 
high volumes of east-west traffic onto MLK and 10th St. traffic moving between 
301 and 41  

Congestion 

Moccasin Wallow road: This portion is 2 lane. There was a double fatality 2 
weeks ago. With thousands of homes approved in the area, the road will 
become more dangerous until the road is improved and expanded. 

Congestion 

Significant traffic back up in this area. 
Consider roundabout. Consider designated turn lanes at all intersections. 
Consider traffic signal.  

Congestion 

Significant traffic back up in this area. 
Consider roundabout. Consider designated turn lanes at all intersections. 
Consider traffic signal.  

Congestion 

Double Turn Left Turn Lanes, Right Turn lanes at all approaches.   
Pedestrian over pass 

Congestion 

Right Turn Lanes all approaches. 
Pedestrian overpass 
Double Left Turn Lanes 

Congestion 

Lanes shift /merge into single lanes till it gets to 17th street. Congestion 

Traffic on the interstate, particularly around university, fruitville road and SR 64 
is insane and very dangerous. 

Congestion 

This business entrance needs a decel lane.  PRIORITY Congestion 

Very dangerous and congested intersection Congestion 

Pinebrook Road has become a bottleneck and needs to be 4 or more lanes.  
When SMH Venice opens this fall, as well as all the surrounding medical 
buildings that will soon appear, Pinebrook Rd. from Laurel to Center Rd. will be a 
nightmare of traffic and accidents, as people try to turn in and out of facilities.  
Widening this road should have been a priority as soon as the SMH hospital 
was approved. 

Congestion 

Edmondson Rd. has become traffic-bound because of traffic heading east/west 
to/from all the new residential developments in the county.   

Congestion 

Is it possible to get a working agreement with CSX/Tropicana NOT to move 
trains during high volume periods of the morning and evening rush?  Is it asking 
to much to NOT have slow moving trains move thru, its bad enough that we 
have to deal with poorly designed roads and poor traffic managment.  Lets add 
on the fact that we allow trains to shut down a roadway of rminutes on end.  
Terrible.  I have better things to do, like drive by an elementary school on Rte  64 
that has 6 lanes of traffic that requires me to slow down to 20 miles an hour.  
How stupid. 

Congestion 
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Curve on 57th st e where it turns to 44th ave e. More lighting on us41/tamiami 
trl. The intersection of 1st st/manatee ave is very congested.  

Congestion 

The red light at Mixon Farms should have a turn signal because traffic is bad 
there and  for cars trying to make a left turn in either direction.  

Congestion 

Need traffic diverted from Tuttle. Very dangerous to walk/bike. No curb, no 
sidewalks, no bike lanes. Intersections regularly blocked by motorists 

Congestion 

This intersection is overwhelmed with the traffic from the post office and 
shopping center. 

Congestion 

Horrible intersection.   Design 

poorly designed intersection even after reconstruction 6 years ago.  south side 
holds water in the smallest rain events - can get to 1 foot deep in the right hand 
lane, right decel lane becomes unusable due to water depth.  Far too many west 
bound u-turns,  FAR too many drivers using only the left lane in both directions 
with no pending left turn for miles if ever. 

Design 

Drainage design flaw.  Small rain events cause hydroplaning even at 5 under 
speed limit due to depth of water in left leaning curve in road.  Cars routinely 
slide out of control into the right hand lanes due to loss of traction in any rain 
event. 
Flashing Warning signs a minimum.  Fix bridge drainage design.   This will be a 
problem on the new bridge over Braden River at 44th street extension.  2 acres 
of water into one 36 inch pipe - math does not work. 

Design 

 Fix bridge drainage design.   This will be a problem on the new bridge over 
Braden River at 44th street extension.  2 acres of water into one 36 inch pipe - 
math does not work. 

Design 

Northbound right turn onto 75 needs VAST extension to prevent backups of 
Southbound vehicle preventing access to Northbound turn lanes. 
 
WHO DESIGNED THIS DISASTER?  

Design 

This section of Pinebrook is particularly dangerous, as the roadway curves and 
dips.  Traffic heading south and turning into Water Street to Berkshire Place has 
a blind spot to traffic heading north.  There has been at least one death at this 
location that I know of. 

Design 

where it goes down to 1 lane. it is so dangerous. people speed up there not 
realizing that it merges. I see "near misses" there almost daily 

Design 

this intersection coming-out  of the sport complex/ post office. people drive way 
to fast on 70 heading west.  

Design 

Another terrible insection in Manatee County that is unSAFE for both vehicles 
and pedestrians.   
How about signal control for emergency vehicles (controlling the light as they 
approach) instead of going down the wrong side of the road hoping nothing 
happens.  FDOT is so far behind the rest of the United States in safety and 

Design 
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traffic control and at this light, which manages traffic so BAD, it is apparent how 
bad FDOT is. 

Another terrible insection in Manatee County that is unSAFE for both vehicles 
and pedestrians. 
How about signal control for emergency vehicles (controlling the light as they 
approach) instead of going down the wrong side of the road hoping nothing 
happens. FDOT is so far behind the rest of the United States in safety and traffic 
control and at this light, which manages traffic so BAD, it is apparent how bad 
FDOT is.  Good luck using the cross walk - you take your life into your own 
hands.  FDOT doesn't care! 

Design 

How STUPID can FDOT be....."let's put an on ramp - going up hill after a clover 
leaf" .....no thought that heavy trucks would have to climb this idiotic ramp to 
then merge into fast moving traffic.  Totally STUPID design with no thought of 
what is actually happening on the roadway.  Another example of how far behind 
FDOT is in this county.  FDOT doesnt' know how to manage traffic or design 
roadways.  

Design 

What a stupid off ramp.  No wonder their are skid marks all over the roadway.  
Did FDOT really think a cloverleaf off ramp was the best choice for this exit 
coming off a bridge....just stupid.  Just another example of how bad FDOT is 
and how far behind they are the rest of the United States. 

Design 

How bad is this turn off to get on the interstate?  From two lanes down to one 
lane immediately and to add insult to injury let's have a quick light and hope you 
don't get behind a heavy truck that has to climb the stupid cloverleaf to SLOWLY 
merge into high spped traffic.  Again - a lot NO THOUGHT went into this design.  
Another example of literally how bad FDOT is.  FDOT doesn't care 

Design 

What a cluster.  FDOT and County transportation have ZERO clue how to fix this 
mess that they have created.  Build more and don't provide any 
infrastructure...Good luck 

Design 

Just another REALLY BAD intersection.  With ZERO thought on traffic 
management and dealing with pedestrians - no wonder Florida leads the nation 
in pedestrian deaths. 

Design 

Maybe we could move all stop lights further apart. No wonder people get hit 
crossing illegally. FDOT has the light miles apart....you can place more traffic 
signals out there as long as the lights are synchronized - ever heard of it? FDOT 
is terrible. 

Design 

Maybe we could move all stop lights further apart. No wonder people get hit 
crossing illegally. FDOT has the light miles apart....you can place more traffic 
signals out there as long as the lights are synchronized - ever heard of it? FDOT 
is terrible. 

Design 

Dangerous curve Design 

Dangerous intersection with bad sightlines, short turning lanes, mismatched 
lanes, and high speeds. 

Design 

Dangerous intersection to turn left onto Venice Ave from River Road NB. Design 
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Manatee Ave heading west stopped at traffic light one is unable to see 
oncoming traffic in order to turn left onto Village Green Parkway.  

Design 

This merge area is super unsafe Design 
The bi-directional left turn lane, or the two-way left turn lane should be 
eliminated along the entire US 41 and provide left turn lanes at intersections and 
key locations. 

Design 

Need round about or signal. Very dangerous  Design 

Need signal or roundabout. Speed limit should be 25 through neighborhood. 
Shade and DeSoto need sidewalks and bike lanes and very safe pedestrian 
crossing.  

Design 

Going south  and turning left onto Osprey is too sharp a turn.  You either go over 
curb or extend into northbound lane. 

Design 

Going north on Osprey and turning left onto Mound, both lanes can turn left.  
Must be careful to stay in own lane, but far left lane is tight. 

Design 

Going south on Orange and turning right on Osprey, the turn angle is difficult.  
You feel you will either drive over curb or into Northbound Osprey Lane. 

Design 

Some people think Tuttle becomes divided highway at 75th & drive on the 
wrong lane when heading North. I have had this happen to me 3 times in one 
month! There is a little bit of road on the left side.  

Enforcement 

red light runners every day, many times, shorten the wait time Enforcement 

there is no enforcement here on 64 ever. 64 turns into a drag strip at night. 
Especially after race nights. they start at Upper Manatee and race West toward 
the interstate. 

Enforcement 

speed along this stretch is often extremely fast and speeding here is not 
enforced 

Enforcement 

Red light runner heading north on Lockwood  tboned me at 50mph Enforcement 

Safer pedestrian and bike crossings needed with audible crosswalks. 18 
wheelers run this light at high speeds. All of University has vehicles at very high 
speeds. Racing occurs at night.  

Enforcement 

There is so much heavy truck traffic on Aston. The road is littered with debris 
causing a bike tire puncture risk. This road needs speed control and cleaning 
up. 

Enforcement 

Cars speeding  Enforcement 

I have had two near death experiences here.  My neighbor was also stopped 
here for the light at bay dr when rear ended by a large pickup. His suv was 
totaled and he was hurt.  Traffic exceeds the 45 limit here often going 70+.  
Northbound traffic does not realize there is a stop light ahead because when 
you are in the right hand lane before Bowles bridge, you can’t see traffic stopped 
ahead. This spot sees numerous wrecks every week and quite a few pedestrian 
deaths at the intersection of bay and 41 

Enforcement 

US 301 flyover bridge with exits to 63rd Ave Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exits to Whitfield Flyover 
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Flyover bridge with exits to Tallevast Rd 
No Signals on US 301 

Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exits to SR 70 Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exits to 51st Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exits to 44th Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exit/entrance ramps to 38th Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exits/entrances to 30th  Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exit/entrances Flyover 

flyover bridge with exits/entrances Flyover 

Flyover bridge with entrance/exits - ROW issues Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exit/entraces Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exit/entrances 
Tallevast Rd designated right, through and left turn lanes 

Flyover 

Remove signal 
Flyover bridge exit/entrance 
Roundabout 

Flyover 

Flyover bridge with exit/entrance 
Roundabout 

Flyover 

Poor lighting, no crosswalk Lighting 

Poor lighting through to 27th St E.  Lighting 

all of state road 70 Other 

entire area around mall area....and just adding more stuff Other 

Bridges should not impair visual aspects of Bayfront. Place them  on the ends 
of Bayfront by Westin & Selby.  

Other 

Need to add double turn left turn lanes at all intersections and designated right 
turn lanes.  
There are obstructions to seeing pedestrians until vehicles are in the crosswalk 
to make right turns.  

Road Design 

Right Turn Lane Road Design 

Tourists unsure how to use multi-lane roundabout Roundabout 

Consider roundabouts in this area Roundabout 

Roundabout Roundabout 

Roundabout. I have seen accidents and near accidents when people are 
confused as to where to go.  

Roundabout 

consider traffic circle at 41 & MLK near Ringling College Roundabout 

Roundabout should help Roundabout 

New roundabout - excellent!  Roundabout 

No left-arrow during morning rush Signals 
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The traffic signal for Desoto Rd only allows about 3 vehicles per lane.  Extend 
signal time. Consider roundabout in this area. 

Signals 

The traffic signal for Desoto Rd only allows about 3 vehicles per lane.  Extend 
signal time. Consider roundabout in this area. 

Signals 

Needs a light.  Signals 

consider roundabout or traffic light at intersection of Mecca and 41.  Currently 
lots of traffic on 41 and no safe way for pedestrians to cross, cars often make 
aggressive/risky maneuvers to navigate the intersection 

Signals 

This intersection needs better management, a traffic light. Or at the very least 
make it a 4 way STOP intersection. Also definitely needs more light. 

Signals 

Speed limit should be lowered and there should be bike lanes the whole way. Speeding 

Let the SPEED begin!  From the county line north - it becomes a 6 lane high 
speed dragway.  Vehicles are moving faster than the planes on the run way.  Its 
a total joke of a roadway.  There was talk of a "road diet" no such thing.  Its all 
asphalt and high speed and no one cares.  How about a bike lane out there with 
vehicles moving past at 80+ hours.  Terrible stregth of roadway with no law 
enforcement anywhere.  And when there is an accident...they say speed wasn't 
a factor.  FDOT doesn't care. 

Speeding 

Maybe we could move all stop lights further apart.  No wonder people get hit 
crossing illegally.  FDOT has the light miles apart....you can place more traffic 
signals out there as long as the lights are synchronized - ever heard of it?  FDOT 
is terrible. 

Speeding 

U.S. 41 and Piney Point Road-North Entrance to Port Manatee: Large trucks 
causing crashes with serious injuries and/or fatalities on a regular basis by 
going too fast, not stopping, pulling out in front of oncoming traffic., etc. The 
large trucks "bully" smaller vehicles on U.S. 41/Piney Point Road 

Vehicles 

 

 


